
Plague 

Part 2 



         Discover : examples of BD  sources  Explore : how to categorise these sources Skill: source investigation and evaluation 

Identifying Black Death Sources 

A source is anything that gives us information about History. It could be a letter, a picture, an audio clip a 

computer game, a book, a film, a diary or an object. There are three main types of historical source. 

Primary  (contemporary) , Secondary and Tertiary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 1 :  c14 th Woodcut  2: Poo Pot 3: Medieval Church 4 : Plague Victim 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

5 : Cartoon  6 : Human Skull  7: Plague Pit 8 : Book 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

9: Film / Movie  10 : A flea  Rank reliability! Rank usefulness! 

Original information that originates /  c _ _ _ _   from that time in history.   

Information created / m _ _ _   after that time in history , or,  a copy.  

Created later but includes some primary information . 

  

  

  

For each of the sources below decide if they are:  Primary ( P ) Secondary ( S ) or Tertiary ( T ) 

1         3         5         7         9         11         

2         4         6         8         10         12         
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

If found, please return 
this diary to …. 

 
 

Dear Diary…. 

Today I have heard the most terrible news!   

 

The  Black Death that started in   ___________________ has made its way 

to my country , _________________. I feel very _________________ . I have 

decided to write down everything that happens from now in this diary 

because, _______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

I love my village. The best thing about living here is .. ________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

but life can be hard too  sometimes, for example _______________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

The worst thing about walking through the village is …. 

_________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 



                                                                               May 6th , 1349. 

Dear Diary….  

Oh, another terrible day ! A traveling _____________ came to our village to 

sell his __________________. But he brought more than his goods ...  also 

the _________________ news that the Black Death has made it to a village 

only  ___ miles away.  He said many people were struck down with the 

sickness so he left as soon as he could. I am so ________________ . I spoke 

with my father, he is the Parish Priest. He thinks the Black Death is 

caused by ________________________________________________________________ 

However, Mr Tanner our neighbour doesn't believe this, he blames it on .. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

I’m not quite sure what to believe , maybe it is caused by something else 

like .. _____________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                  May 7th , 1349 

 

Dear Diary, 

Today we had a village meeting. It was held in __________. People were 

shouting and ______________ . It was very ___________.   When everyone 

was calm we discussed ideas to try and stop the Black Death getting to 

our village. Some of the  ideas seemed very silly to me such as the one 

suggested by Mr Smith. He shouted out that we must _________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Eventually, it was agreed that the best way to prevent the Black Death     

was to __________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

I think this is a  _____________________ idea. I really do! 

                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                 May  16 th, 1349. 

Dear Diary….  

During the night I became very  ___________ . I have the sickness.  

Ohhh, What am I to do?  

                                                                                 May  17 th, 1349. 

Diary….  

Very sick, these are my symptoms ____________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                       18 th, 1349. 

D D….  

Very  hard to write because _______________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                          19th. 

I know most people who were sick didn’t live much longer than 4 days ... 

Therefore, these  could be the last few words I write.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Before he died father told me the chances of recovery were about the        

same as rolling a dice and getting a 6 ! Sorry about the mess. 

 

If i survive this I will write again ….   

Is this the end?   

 



                                                                                May  14th, 1349. 

Dear Diary….  

Today I walked around the village. It was almost deserted. I saw the 

most unusual scene I have ever seen. It is easier to draw than describe… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I spoke with ________________________ .  She told me that __________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                 May  9th , 1349. 

Dear God ! 

We tried  to stop it but It was no good ….. It is here, in the village and 

some people are sick already! I think the  plan to stop this monster did not 

work because _____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The first man to be struck down ill was, __________________________  .My 

father went to see him, he is very ill and he gave his confession. Father 

told me that the man confessed .. _________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Father was out all night,  so I snuck out to meet my two best friends 

_____________  and ______________. We met behind the ______________________ 

This is what we talked about ... 

______________ said :______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________ replied :___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________ said :_____________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________ thinks ; __________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

________________said : _____________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 



                                                                                 May 10th , 1349. 

Dear Diary….  

I thought my biggest fear was that I would be struck by this illness but it 

is not.  This morning I was woken up by the sound of my father vomiting  

behind our house.  He has gone to lay down in his bed and told me to stay 

away from him, lest I get the sickness too.  There is no one else to help care 

for my father since my mother died of  ________________________   when I 

was ___________  . Part of me wants to run away because I am so scared of 

getting sick too but I won’t because ______________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

When father was sleeping I went in to see him .  I could see  _______________ 

under his armpits. This is what it looked like ….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Father woke up—when he saw me in his room he said _____________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

I replied, ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                 May 13th , 1349. 

Dear Diary….  

It has been very difficult to write anything in the last 3 days as father 

has been so ill. I am  very sad to write that last night he died.  Before he 

died he said these final words to me _____________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________   

____________________________________________________________________________ 

He went unconscious and the __________ under his arms popped. It was 

incredibly __________________ and it smelled like _______________________. 

I wonder if I have made a huge mistake staying to take care of my      

father. Many people in the village have ____________________________ .  The 

house feels very lonely, there is only me and my cat ________________.. 

Although she is very cute she is covered in __________________ . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My cat!  



The Black Death killed many peasants 

and there were not enough left to work 

in the fields. Many had to work for free 

on church land, sometimes up to two 

days in the week. This made them ... 

 … angry because they did not have 

enough time to work their own land.   

Also, they did not like making the 

church rich while they were so poor. A 

priest called John Ball ….  

 ..supported them. In 1380, England was 

fighting a costly war with France. The 

king needed money from the peasants 

to pay for this. The boy king, Richard II 

introduced a new tax called the Poll ...  

..Tax. The peasants had to pay 5p a year. 

In May 1381, a tax collector arrived in 

Fobbing, Essex to ask the people why 

they had not paid their taxes. He was 

quickly chased away by the ... 

 ..villagers. In June, the king’s soldiers 

came to make them pay. They were also 

thrown out. The villagers marched to 

London to demand an end to 

 serfdom and the poll tax. The peasants .. 

…. chose an ex-soldier called Wat Tyler 

as their leader. They got into London as 

the people inside the city had opened 

the gates to them. Some foreigners 

were murdered by the peasants. Wat ... 

.. Tyler asked the peasants not to behave 

badly but many ignored him looting and 

burning buildings. On June 14th, the 

young king met the rebels at Mile End.  

At this meeting, Richard II ...  

 …promised  to give the peasants all that 

they asked for and told them they could 

go home in peace. Some did but others 

returned to the city and cut off the 

heads of the Archbishop and the boss ..  

..of the tax collectors. Richard II spent that 

night hiding in fear. On June 15th, he 

met the rebels again. During the talks. 

Wat Tyler stabbed the London Mayor 

who hit back killing Wat. We are not fully 

sure what happened as the …  

Wat Happened During The Peasants’ Revolt ? 

.. only people who wrote about this were 

on the side of the king and their version 

of what happened may be biased. 

Richard again promised to give the 

peasants what they ..,,  

..wanted. The death of Tyler and the king’s 

promise ended the revolt and the peas-

ants went home. However, Richard  

did not keep his promises. Priest,  

John Ball  and other leaders were ...   

..hanged. The peasants stayed as serfs 

but the poll tax was ended. Over the 

next 100 years many peasants found 

that they earn more money as the lords 

needed them to collect the harvest. 

D I D T Y L E R S P I T 
Order text by putting 
the letters in to  
chronological order .. 

      Discover : what happened during the Peasant's Revolt ?  Explore : what they wanted and what they got.   Skill : knowledge and understanding.  

icHistory.com 
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The Black Death killed many peasants 

and there were not enough left to work 

in the fields. Many had to work for free 

on church land, sometimes up to two 

days in the week. This made them ... 

 … angry because they did not have 

enough time to work their own land.   

Also, they did not like making the 

church rich while they were so poor. A 

priest called John Ball ….  

 ..supported them. In 1380, England was 

fighting a costly war with France. The 

king needed money from the peasants 

to pay for this. The boy king, Richard II 

introduced a new tax called the Poll ...  

..Tax. The peasants had to pay 5p a year. 

In May 1381, a tax collector arrived in 

Fobbing, Essex to ask the people why 

they had not paid their taxes. He was 

quickly chased away by the ... 

 ..villagers. In June, the king’s soldiers 

came to make them pay. They were also 

thrown out. The villagers marched to 

London to demand an end to 

 serfdom and the poll tax. The peasants .. 

…. chose an ex-soldier called Wat Tyler 

as their leader. They got into London as 

the people inside the city had opened 

the gates to them. Some foreigners 

were murdered by the peasants. Wat ... 

.. Tyler asked the peasants not to behave 

badly but many ignored him looting and 

burning buildings. On June 14th, the 

young king met the rebels at Mile End.  

At this meeting, Richard II ...  

 …promised  to give the peasants all that 

they asked for and told them they could 

go home in peace. Some did but oth-

ers returned to the city and cut off the 

heads of the Archbishop and the boss ..  

..of the tax collectors. Richard II spent that 

night hiding in fear. On June 15th, he 

met the rebels again. During the talks. 

Wat Tyler stabbed the London Mayor 

who hit back killing Wat. We are not fully 

sure what happened as the …  

Wat Happened During The Peasants’ Revolt ? 

.. only people who wrote about this were 

on the side of the king and their version 

of what happened may be biased. 

Richard again promised to give the 

peasants what they ..,,  

..wanted. The death of Tyler and the king’s 

promise ended the revolt and the peas-

ants went home. However, Richard  

did not keep his promises. Priest,  

John Ball  and other leaders were ...   

..hanged. The peasants stayed as serfs 

but the poll tax was ended. Over the 

next 100 years many peasants found 

that they earn more money as the lords 

needed them to collect the harvest. 

D            
Order text by putting 
the letters in to  
chronological order .. 

      Discover : what happened during the Peasant's Revolt ?  Explore : what they wanted and what they got.   Skill : knowledge and understanding.  

icHistory.com 
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Wat Happened During The Peasants’ Revolt ? 
      Understand: the chronology of events during the Peasants Revolt  Skill : interpretations and chronology.  

icHistory.com 



The 1381 Peasants’ Revolt : review. 
      Understand: the chronology of events during the Peasants’ Revolt Skill : interpretations and chronology.  

The Peasants’ Revolt, 1381 

icHistory.com 

What is happening here? 



The 1381 Peasants’ Revolt : review. 
      Understand: the chronology of events during the Peasants’ Revolt Skill : interpretations and chronology.  

icHistory.com 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Causes Process Effects 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 
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2 

3 



    

    

    

    

The Black Death Image Review :  images in correct columns. 
          Review :   the ‘causes’, cures / preventions, symptoms and consequences of the Black Death. 



What People Thought Caused  Preventions / Cures Symptoms Consequences 

    

    

    

    

The Black Death Image Review : Answers 

1 

God’s Punishment 

Jews 

Lepers 

Planets 

Flagellation 

Hedonism 

Strong Smells 

Quarantine 

Vomiting 

Buboes 

High fever 

Vomiting Blood 

Art style became very dark 

Peasant’s Revolt 

Money for peasants 

Contact stopped 

2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 



    

    

    

    

The Black Death Image Review : jumbled rows and columns. 
          Review :   the ‘causes’, cures / preventions, symptoms and consequences of the Black Death. 



What People Thought Caused  Preventions / Cures Symptoms Consequences 

    

    

    

    

The Black Death Image Review : student answer template. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 The Black Death Review : Cause, process, aftermath. 
       Mission :  to complete the puzzle carefully, check spellings and review your learning.  

 Down 

1 One reason for ( E ) 

2 Wat’s this ? ( E ) 

3 Went very dark after the Black Death 

4 Christians often blamed these people 

6 Puke, barf, hurl, throw up 

8 Stabbed Wat 

10 Catapulted plague victims? ( F )  

11 Type of disease ( G ) 

14 Passing on an illness 

16 Leader of ( E ) 

18 Infected blood 

21 Where it all began ? 

22 Image ( H ) 

26 Siphonaptera  

27 Bacteria type causing the Black Death 

30 Carried the Siphonaptera  

 Across 

5 Symptom ( A )  

7 ‘Watch out for the water’ 

9 Unfairly blamed for the plague 

12 Self - harm  

13 Image ( B ) 

15 A prevention that actually helped 

17 How the Black Death travelled 

19 A way to stop something 

20 Tried to invade England 

23 Bad behaviour 

24 Spread by fleas 

25 City under siege 

28 A sign of illness 

29 Image ( C ) 

30 Wat’s King ( D ) 

31 Theory linked to ( B ) 

  

icHistory.com 



 The Black Death Review : Cause, process, aftermath. 
       Mission :  to complete the puzzle carefully, check spellings and review your learning.  

 Down 

1 PollTax 

2 Peasantsrevolt E 

3 Art  

4 Nonbelievers 

6 Vomit 

8 Valet 

10 Mongols F 

11 Pneumonic G 

14 Infect 

16 WatTyler 

18 Septicemic 

21 China 

22 Buboes H 

26 Flea 

27 Pestis 

30 Rat 

  

  

  

  

 Across 

5 Fever A 

7 Gardeloo 

9 Jews 

12 Flagellation 

13 Stench B 

15 Quarantine 

17 Silkroad 

19 Prevention 

20 Scottish 

23 Sin 

24 Bubonic 

25 Kaffa 

28 Symptom 

29 Leper C 

30 Richard D 

31 Miasma 

  

Answers 



The Black Death  :  timeline. 
         Review:  key dates and events relating to the Black Death  Skills : timelines and chronology. 

A Plague reaches London 

B Silk Road to Central Asia 

C James III cleans streets 

D Plague ships to Sicily 

E The Peasants’ Revolt 

F The Black Death returns 

G Plague begins in China? 

H Great Plague hits  London 

I 2000 dying daily in England 

J Mongol army infected 

K Plague to Scotland 

L Plague reaches England 

1345 Oct  
1347 

1339 July 
1349 

Feb 
1349 

1349 1333 1361 March 
1348 

Nov 
1348 

1665 1381 

 

  



The Black Death : key dates.  
 

c1333 : Black Death originates , possibly in China. 
1339 : The plague reaches Central Asia. 
1345 : The Mongol army infected with the Plague. 
Oct 1347 : The plague spreads from Kaffa to Sicily. 

March 1348 : The plague arrives in southern England near Southampton 

Nov 1348  : The plague reaches London. 
July 1349 : The Black Death reaches Northern England / Scotland. 

1349  : Edward III orders streets to be cleaned. 

Feb 1349 : 2, 200 people were being buried every day in England. 

1361 : Another outbreak of the Black Death. 

1381 : The Peasants’ Revolt. 



Unit Assessment : The Black Death. 

Part A: Skill, knowledge.  Decide if the following statements are true or false by circling below.                                    /  5 

Part B: Skill, chronology. Read the instructions on the timeline below.                 ( perfect chronology bonus +2 )        / 12 

True       False 

Part C: Skill: Vocabulary. Insert the word that fits the definition.                              (perfect spelling bonus +2)          / 12 

The Black Death Timeline :  Put the dates into chronological order then match with the events shown in the pictures 

 

Student Name : _____________________________   Class : __________ 

1 : The plague started  

in the  

Middle East 

3 : Some people 

thought it was  

caused by lepers 

2 : Many people 

thought  rats  

caused the plague  

4 : The Black Death 

spread to Europe in the 

13th century  

5 : The Black Death 

was more than one 

disease 

True       False True       False True       False True       False 

1347 1333 1381 1361 1349 1339 1349 

 

1345 1349 1348 

1 A person with a skin disease  

2 A treatment to restore good health  

3 A deadly disease or plague  

4 To show kindness  

5 To pass an illness to another person  

6 To die  

7 Separate or keep away from others  

8 Sadness  

9 When a person intentionally hurts them self  

10 To do with a group of people and how they live  

COLOMBUS 

Mongols Infected  Great Plague London Arrives in England 2000 dying a day James III cleans streets 

Ships to Sicily  Begins in China? Reaches Scotland Along the Silk Road The Peasants’ Revolt 



      Aim: Analyse the source below then use evaluation skills to decide if it is a reliable account or not.              / 20 

‘ A Jewish doctor who lived at was arrested at Chillon. He confessed, after a long interval, that, about ten weeks 
earlier, the Rabbi ( a Jewish holy man) Jacob of Toledo sent him some poison, about the size of an egg,  in the 
form of a powder enclosed in a leather bag, accompanied by a letter, commanding to put the poison into the 
larger public wells of the town and not to tell anybody at all.  The letter also said rabbis had given orders for the 
same thing to be done in other places. Before many credible witnesses he confessed by the Jewish law and by 
the five books of Moses that everything he had said was true.... many other Jews said they did the same thing in 
other towns too. Before their execution, all these Jews confessed by the Jewish law that all these things were 
true, insisting that no Jew above the age of seven could acquit himself of the charges, because they all knew 
everything that was going on....You should know that all the Jews living in Villeneuve have been burned  by due 
legal process. ‘ 
 

 Letter from the Castellan of Chillon (A Christian) , deputy sheriff in Strasbourg, France, 15th September, 1348. 
 
 

Who created this source: _______________________ their job, role or position: ___________________________ 

Who is it for / audience: __________________________________________________________________________ 

When was it created:         Year:____  Century: ____  BCE      CE        Primary       Secondary       Tertiary    

Where is the person who created the source from ? ___________________________________________________ 

What type of source is it: Letter / Speech /  Diary / Other : ____________________________________________ 

What is the content of the source.  Summarise this in your own words rather then just copy out lines. 

The MAIN point of the source is : _________________________________________________________________ 

Furthermore it reveals :___________________________________________________________________________ 

Additionally it illustrates :__________________________________________________________________________ 

Finally it shows us :_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3: The source MOTIVE (why)  may         may not         make the source reliable because : ________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Unreliable  What   Reliable                  Who 
Could the person know things others 

do not? 
 

Do they have an important job? 
 

Is the person trustworthy? 
 

Could their ‘audience’ influence what 

is said or written?  

 

2 :  The source provenance (origins)  may         may not        make the source reliable because : ___________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Example from the source : ‘_________________________________________________________________________’ 

Where 
Where a person comes 

from may influence the 

reliability of a source. For 

example, a German in 

1942 may be biased 

towards a Jewish person 

and a Jewish person may 

feel angry towards 

Germans even today. 

Why 
Does the person  motive 

or a reason to lie?  
 

Does the person have a 

reason to tell the truth? 
 

Could it be propaganda? 
 

Persuasion? 

1: The source content (what) may          may not         make the source reliable because : ________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Example : ’  _____________________________________________________________________________________’ 

4 : Any other ideas why the source may or may not be reliable. Is the source supported / corroborated? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Uses opinions             

One sided            

Strong Language        

Emotional  

Confused 

Boastful                 

Exaggerates         

Subjective         

Not Corroborated 

Uses facts             

Balanced            

Softer Language         

Calm 

Clear   

Modest                

Understates         

Objective         

Corroborated  
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                     When 
Primary sources from a good eyewitness may 

be truthful, but they can also be confused or 

emotional. Primary sources may be recorded a 

long time after the event so the person may 

have forgotten some details.  
 

Secondary sources may get changed over 

time. The person was not there, but they can 

be written with less emotion and using more 

information not available at the time.. 

 
C 
O 
N 
T 
E 
N 
T 

Unreliable          1         2         3         4        5        6        7        8        9        10           Reliable  

Use the bias indicators below to help decide if the source is reliable or unreliable / biased.  
Consider 1: Content 2: Provenance 3: Motive 4: Corroboration 
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Part E: Skill: sentence construction / knowledge.  Answer the following using a full sentence.                              / 6 

1: Why did some people use flagellation as a way to stop the Black Death? (2) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2: Describe one method of used to stop the Black Death that may have actually helped slow the disease (2) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 F :_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 B:_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 V :________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Sp :______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Part H: Skill: Causation:  Circle if the following are causes : effects of the Black Death ( or both )                     / 5 

Cause  : Effect : Both 

Assessment Score:  A     B    C    D    E    F    G    H     I     J      ____  / 100 

Part F: Skill: Knowledge and understanding.  List four symptoms of the Black Death                                       / 4 

Poor  

Hygiene 

 The Scottish 

Invaded England 

Yersinia 

Pestis 

Part G: Skill: Describe and event - Describe the Peasant’s Revolt                                                                     / 6 

3: What effect did the Black Death have on styles of art and music  (2) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Hatred  

Of  Jews 

Cause  : Effect : Both Cause  : Effect : Both Cause  : Effect : Both 

Part I Skill: essay. What Did People Think Caused The Black Death?  Answer on lined paper or template        / 20 

Part J: Assessed classwork : Mark to be added from the ‘ The Black Death Diary ’ piece?                                 / 10 

1/3 of Europe’s 

People Dead 

Cause  : Effect : Both 

Why it happened :_______________________________________________________________Year : ______________ 

Key Figure : ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What happened :____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What happened : ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Consequence : ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Consequence : ______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What Did People Think Caused The Black Death?   



Plague  
Part 2 of 3  

 
Full Pack Contents : Key Vocabulary, The Path Of The 
Plague Map, The Plague Ships, Fully sourced investiga-

tion : What Did People Think Caused The Black 
Death?, What Actually Caused The Black Death?, Cures, 
Ranking And Evaluating Prevention, How Did People Try 
To Stop The Black Death? The Symptoms Of The Black 

Death 
 Activity : being the victim, My Black Death Diary,  

The Peasants' Revolt , Crossword Puzzle.  
 

Comprehensive, Source Analysis and Evaluation.  
 

 Review Materials and Timeline. 
 

Writing frames, Assessment. Review PowerPoint Quiz.   
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